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The Challenge of Change

The following commentary is the Commencement Address delivered by George Collins, M.D., to the 1988 graduating class of the State University of New York College of Optometry. Dr. Collins is Secretary/Treasurer of the American Medical Association and a Trustee of the State University of New York. The Journal of Optometric Education is pleased to publish Dr. Collins' Commencement Address which so ably discusses many of the social, political and ethical challenges facing health care providers.

I offer my greetings and my sincerest congratulations to all of the members of the graduating class of 1988 of the State University of New York College of Optometry.

I am pleased to be here and feel privileged to take part in this very important occasion for three different, but equally pertinent, reasons. First, as a trustee of the State University of New York. Second, as a fellow health care practitioner, a physician. And third, perhaps most important of all, as a person who might one day require your professional services for myself or my family.

In just a few minutes, you will receive your diplomas. You will participate in the most formal single rite of passage into your new professional life. Before you take that step, I want to share with you some of my thoughts about the world you will be entering.

I have been a part of that world for quite a few years and I hope that I can say a few things that might make your acceptance of it and its acceptance of you just a little bit smoother. For one thing, you will be much more than an optometrist. That would be enough. But that achievement is only part of the story. Equally as important, equally as burdensome in some respects but equally as glorious in others, you will be one part of the larger, all encompassing health care community. I very carefully avoided saying anything like, "You will be a cog in the wheel of medical and health care." Because that would be totally inappropriate. You are not a cog. A cog implies mass production and sameness and lack of imagination and lack of individuality. You are quite the opposite—a true professional with your own unique challenges and obligations and talents.

You have been told all of your lives that as a human being, as a man or woman, you are unique. I now want to add to that truth the theory that you will also be a unique optometrist. It's a fact: There has never been another optometrist exactly like you. In your approach to problems, in your solutions to them, in your relationships with patients, in your relationships with colleagues and others, you are yourself. And no one else is exactly like you. But, nonetheless, you are also part of the whole world of patient care and you cannot separate yourself from it. Everything you do will affect that total world. And it might come as something of a shock once you are actually in practice that anything that happens to that world will affect you directly.

In the last decade particularly, the health care field has undergone tremendous changes. We have seen the emergence of corporate management systems. We see more and more professionals accepting salaried positions as employees at least partly because of the prohibitive cost of establishing an independent practice in today's economy. We have seen a population growing older every day with the elderly taking an unprecedented position in their numbers and influence. We have seen medical and scientific technology that would astound H.G. Wells or Jules Verne. We are in the middle of the AIDS crisis by which, apparently, no one in our society will remain entirely untouched. And perhaps most important, we have seen constantly increasing health care costs.

Today, after years of growing and expanding insurance programs, which virtually eliminated the problem of cost from medical and health care, we are seeing people who cannot afford health care because they have no insurance. It was because of such crisis conditions in the 1960s that the government launched its health care programs and private business and industry immediately followed suit. Now the crisis is growing again as both private and government insurance programs are being cut back and restricted because of their cost. All of those changes, all of those challenges, have important implications for you, as well as for me and everyone else in the health care field, as we try to maintain the quality of care that the American people must be able to expect of us. And more importantly, we try to maintain the quality of care that we demand of ourselves and our colleagues.

(continued on page 38)
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Let's look at some other facets of the situation from a closer point of view. In New York City currently there are 70 public and private hospitals operating at or close to 100 percent of capacity because of constantly growing demand for care both by those with and without insurance. Nationwide, there is a critical shortage of nurses. In New York City alone there are 3,000 vacancies for qualified nurses. Two upstate hospitals have recently lost their certification for federal funds, totaling 30 million dollars a year, because they don't have enough staff to qualify.

All right. That's enough gloom and doom. All those problems exist and all have to be taken into account. But the last thing I want to do is give you the impression that being a professional isn't a good thing. So let's look at some other changes that are making your profession better than it used to be.

One change I like to see both in your specific field and in mine is the vast increase in women who choose to make their careers in our professions. Traditionally, of course, women who wanted to work in health care became nurses. Their role as "handmaidens to physicians" was well established, well defined, and well preserved for a long time. But no more. Last year, 37 percent of the country's first-year medical students were women. By the end of the century, reasonable predictions are that one physician out of five will be a woman. And the story is even more dramatic in your field. I understand that this college of optometry's new class in September will consist of a record 75 percent women.

Optometry has expanded its scope of practice with the introduction of diagnostic pharmaceutical agents and therapeutics. You, the Class of 1988, are at a point in your professional education that is unparalleled. You have been given the specific knowledge and clinical skills that will place you in the vanguard of your distinguished profession. In addition, you have had a touch of the "real world" in your externships and have become better clinicians because of that experience. Some of you have gone on volunteer missions to provide much needed vision care to people in underdeveloped countries. I have no doubt that all of you who took advantage of that opportunity came back with an enriched spirit of social responsibility as well as greater self-confidence.

All of those things have brought you to this point. Now what? What happens when you see your first patient in your new practice? You will have to tread carefully here. You see, not very long ago the doctor-patient relationship was nothing more or less than a covenant of trust. Now it's true that your patients will still trust you with their eyes, their health and, in some cases, their very ability to work and function in a visually demanding world. Today, however, with the pressure of economic realities, that covenant often becomes a contractual relationship based on negotiated fees and subject to both advance and retrospective review by one or more third parties who are neither patients nor optometrists. You will find that many patients have to get somebody else's permission before you can do anything for them. And you will also find that in many cases whatever you do will be subject to review by somebody else who just might decide that your services were unnecessary and need not be paid for. Increasingly, health care is perceived as a commodity. It is seen as something that is produced, marketed, bought, sold, and distributed like any product coming out of any factory in this country. It is no accident that patients are now more often referred to as "consumers" of health care.

Or that doctors of medicine or optometry are very frequently called "vendors" of health care services. People don't "receive" care any more, you know. Now care is "delivered" to the patient, just like the morning milk outside the door used to be. Unfortunately, all of us have to get used to that kind of thing.

I just hope, believe me, my young colleagues, I fervently hope, that the idealism and compassion for others which brought you into your chosen profession four years ago have not waned. I pray that you will find ways every day both to preserve and to rekindle those sacred values. Remember this: your patients are victims of the new attitude as much as you are. It was not their idea to turn trust and hope into contracts and limitations and advance certification. They are still patients and you are still the doctor to whom they have come for help.

With all of the changes that have taken place, a 1986 study by two colleges of medicine and dentistry established that patients and medical residents both saw communication and psychological comfort as very important factors to be attended to by health care practitioners. What that means is: never be too busy to talk to your patients. More important, never be too busy to listen and to express sincere compassion. Many of our patients are vulnerable because of their economic or social level. But we cannot call ourselves care-givers if we are interested only in treating patients who can pay for the care we provide. I have already alluded to insurance problems. Let's make it more specific by pointing out that there are 37 million Americans below the poverty level, if that can be called living. Are we, and will you be, looking at your patients and seeing only those who can afford your services or those who are socially desirable? If I didn't think I knew the answers to those questions, I wouldn't have come here today.

As physicians, or as optometrists, or as any other participants in the field of medical and health care, all of us have a responsibility to be totally honest with our patients. We have a responsibility to disseminate reliable information and to maintain the highest standards of professional practice. We must continue to serve as our patients' advocates within our professional associations and community organizations. As an important part of our advocacy for them, we have a duty to ourselves and to those we serve to keep vigilant watch over our colleagues and to keep them mindful of the oath they took when they were inaugurated into the health care profession. The whole area of your relationship with your colleagues is an important one and deserves your careful attention. There can be problems in that area because the medical and health care professions are not so distinguished and so pure that they are not immune from arguments, bickering, and differences that can best be identified as jurisdictional disputes. That is true of all professions no matter how learned. Lawyers often are verbally attacking each other, not just through taking different sides in legal cases. And in the last year, we have seen clearly that major leaders among the clergy are enthusiastically capable of quarreling, attacking, and backstabbing. But if you are involved in a professional dispute or are the object of criticism from certain of your colleagues, I urge you to keep one major thing in mind: you are not subject to legitimate criticism as long as you function...
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International Society for Contact Lens Research Elects New President

Dr. Richard M. Hill, dean of The Ohio State University College of Optometry, was elected President of the International Society for Contact Lens Research at its meeting held in Kauai, Hawaii from August 30th to September 3rd. The International Society for Contact Lens Research, a group of contact lens researchers from around the world, organizes biannual meetings to promote the free interchange of research ideas and initiatives, emphasizing both the current status and future directions of contact lens research. Dean Hill will serve as president until the next meeting in France in 1990.

Optic Neuritis Study Starts Recruitment

NIH Project Seeks Doctor Referrals at 15 Centers

Recruitment has now begun for a trial exploring treatment for optic neuritis, currently one of the most controversial areas in neuro-ophthalmology.

The Optic Neuritis Treatment Trial (ONTT) is the first multi-center collaborative clinical trial in neuro-ophthalmology sponsored by the National Eye Institute of the National Institutes of Health. The trial also will explore the association between optic neuritis and multiple sclerosis.

"Our clinics at 15 eye centers around the country urgently need the assistance of physicians and other health professionals in identifying candidates for this study," reported Roy W. Beck, M.D., ONTT chairman and Director of the Neuro-ophthalmology Service at the University of South Florida College of Medicine. "Prompt referral is essential because patients must enter the trial within eight days of the onset of visual symptoms."

Optic neuritis is a common optic nerve disorder usually affecting people age 18 through 45. Return of visual function is almost never complete. Virtually all patients show some signs of optic nerve damage and most are symptomatic, with abnormalities in visual acuity, contrast sensitivity, color vision, the visual field, and/or the optic disc.

Study Rationale and Methods

"For almost 40 years, neuro-ophthalmologists have debated the efficacy of corticosteroids as a treatment for optic neuritis, but all prior studies have been inconclusive due to either small sample size or poor design," said Dr. Beck. "Currently, there are no established guidelines to follow in deciding on treatment for these patients."

Over the next three years, 435 patients will be entered into the study. The ONTT will randomize patients to one of three treatments: oral prednisone, intravenous methylprednisolone followed by oral prednisone, and oral placebo.

Outcome determinations will be made during the first month following treatment to assess the rate of improvement and at six months to assess the degree of residual visual dysfunction. Evaluations will include contrast sensitivity, perimetry, visual acuity, and color vision. A Visual Field Reading Center, at the University of California, Davis, will provide computerized analysis of visual fields.

In addition, patients will be followed to explore the association of optic neuritis with multiple sclerosis. Neurologic examinations, magnetic resonance scans and, at times, cerebrospinal fluid studies will be assessed for their predictive value for the development of future episodes of central nervous system demyelination.

In order to enter the ONTT, patients must have acute unilateral optic neuritis, with visual symptoms of eight days or less, and age between 18 and 45.

Clinical centers are located at: W.K. Kellogg Eye Center, Ann Arbor; Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore; University of Illinois, Chicago; Duke University, Durham (with an affiliate clinic at the University of North Carolina); Michigan State University, East Lansing; University of Florida, Gainesville; Cullen Eye Institute, Houston; University of Iowa, Iowa City; University of California, San Diego; University of Arkansas, Little Rock; New York University and New York Eye and Ear Infirmary, New York City; Wills Eye Hospital, Philadelphia; Oregon Lions Sight & Hearing Institute, Portland; University of Washington, Seattle; Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.

For more information, Dr. Beck can be reached at the University of South Florida, 4202 Old Tampa Bay Parkway, St. Petersburg, Florida 33701.
Electronic Communications for Optometrists

The Optometry Echo Conference has been established to foster intercommunication among optometrists. The conference has been formed through the link-up of several Bulletin Board Systems (BBSs) across the country. To participate in the conference you need a computer, a modem and telecommunications software. By calling one of the BBSs listed below you can join the conference. Any message entered on any of the participating BBSs is automatically passed to all of the other BBSs in the conference. Thus you only need to call one of these BBSs in order to communicate with all of the ODs who call these Bulletin Boards.

The Bulletin Boards are: The I.O. Board, (317) 644-3039, Bert Happel, O.D.; Optometry Online,* (314) 553-6068, Dave Davidson, O.D.; and The Relative Connection, (217) 431-1695, Chuck Haine, O.D.

All of the participating BBSs are accessible at 300/1200/2400 baud, 8N1, 24 hours a day.

*Denotes BBS available through PC Pursuit.

Infant Vision Research Grant Awarded

The Office of Research and Graduate Studies of The Ohio State University announced the awarding of a University Small Research Grant to Dr. Paulette P. Schmidt, assistant professor, TOSU College of Optometry. The purpose of this grant is to evaluate vision and its development in infants and exceptional populations. The project will be completed in cooperation with the Infant and Pediatric Vision Clinic of The Ohio State University College of Optometry. All testing is non-invasive and includes the utilization of preferential looking techniques.

Barresi Named Dean at SUNY

Barry J. Barresi, O.D., was named Dean for Academic Affairs at the State University of New York, State College of Optometry. A reception to officially welcome the new Dean was hosted by Acting President Alden N. Haffner.

Since joining the College in 1984 as an associate professor, Dr. Barresi has held several academic and administrative positions. His most recent position was as acting associate dean for academic administration and planning. He continues as an associate professor, teaching primary care optometry and lecturing in public health.

Dr. Barresi is the author of numerous articles in clinical optometry and community health. He is also the editor of the textbook *Ocular Assessment: The Manual of Diagnosis for Office Practice*. His grant experience is in geriatrics and curriculum development and his research interests include health care financing and eye care delivery with his studies based at the Center for Vision Care Policy where he served as its first director. Dr. Barresi is also a past primary care editor for the Editorial Review Board, *Journal of the American Optometric Association*.

ASC0 Conducts Optometric Gerontology Workshops

Three Optometric Gerontology Workshops were held recently in regional locations. The workshops are a result of the Administration on Aging’s training grant entitled, “Geriatric and Gerontology Enhancement of Optometric Faculty and Students to Serve the Vision Care Needs of the Aging Patient,” that was awarded to ASCO in September 1987. Sheree Aston, M.A., O.D., Denise DeSylva, O.D., and Gary Mancil, O.D., serve as the project consultants and conducted the three workshops at the Southern California College of Optometry, Pennsylvania College of Optometry, and the University of Alabama in Birmingham, School of Optometry. A dinner reception for the participants was co-sponsored by VARILUX and the host school.

The workshops have been very well-received by the participants. Reactions varied from the observation of the workshops’ organization to the wealth of information received. Within three months, similar workshops will be presented by the participants to the faculty at their home institutions.

The project consultants of the ASCO Optometric Gerontology Training Grant are, from left to right: Denise DeSylva, O.D., Gary Mancil, O.D., and Sheree Aston, M.A., O.D.
The Development of Optometry in Hong Kong

Marion Edwards, F.B.C.O., D.C.L.P.
Abstract

Optometrists in the United States are justifiably proud of the recent advances of their profession with regard to the use of therapeutic drugs. In Hong Kong, however, optometry is in its infancy, and I would like to share the interest and excitement of being present at the birth of the profession here.

Background

Hong Kong occupies an area of approximately four hundred square miles near the eastern edge of the mouth of the Pearl River in southern China. Hong Kong Island was annexed by the British in 1841 (much to the disgust of the government in England and Queen Victoria who considered the territory "a barren rock") and the Kowloon peninsula was ceded in 1860 after the Second Opium War. The New Territories, which comprise 90% of the land area of Hong Kong, were leased to Britain for ninety-nine years in 1898. The population is almost entirely Chinese, with a small expatriate population of North Americans, British, Filipinos and other nationalities, many of whom came to Hong Kong to work for a short time, fascinated by the life and vitality of the place, and stayed.

Hong Kong has a buoyant and expanding economy with a large budget surplus and only 2% unemployment, but its social services are not well advanced compared with those in some western countries. Health care is provided at low cost at government hospitals, but these are under-funded and over-used. The specter of 1997, when the territory reverts to the People's Republic of China, is causing an exodus of highly trained professionals and this must eventually affect the quality of health care and other services.

The education system is essentially English. Compulsory education starts at the age of six with six years of primary education (two years kindergarten education is optional) and three years of secondary education. After a further two years of schooling, students may sit for the Hong Kong Certificate of Education examination and two years after that, the Hong Kong Advanced Level examinations. The latter examination is similar in standard to that of the English "A" levels and is required for entrance to professional and degree courses such as optometry, dentistry and medicine.

Between the beginning of this century and World War II there were only a few optical practices in Hong Kong, mostly owned by overseas trained optometrists (mainly U.S. graduates). This happy trend towards professionally trained optometrists might have continued had it not been for the economic effects of the 1939-1945 war.

Hong Kong fell to the Japanese on Christmas Day 1941 and the period immediately after the occupation was a time of recovery and economic and structural rebuilding. In fact those who know Hong Kong would agree that it has been justifiably proud of the recent advances of its optometric profession here.

The Optometry Section has increased from a faculty of four in 1984 to an establishment of 16 in 1987.

Mrs. Marion Edwards is principal lecturer in the Optometry Section, Department of Diagnostic Sciences, Hong Kong Polytechnic, and has worked in private and hospital practice in the United Kingdom, East Africa and Hong Kong. This article is based on a talk she presented at the 6th Asian Pacific Optometric Congress in Thailand.
skills needed to open their own practices. Given the value placed on owning a business in Hong Kong, this was not an unreasonable fear. Basic sciences were taught in the first year and the rudiments of optometric subjects in the second year.

In 1984 a Higher Certificate was introduced to further raise the standard of those already holding the basic Certificate in Optometry. Graduates of the Higher Certificate in Optometry can refract competently, fit contact lenses safely and recognize the more common eye abnormalities.

While the introduction of these two courses has improved the standard of patient care offered by some of the existing optical shops, long-term optometric care will be provided by graduates of the third course offered by the Polytechnic, the Professional Diploma in Optometry. The Professional Diploma is a three year, full time course which requires university entrance qualifications for admission. The course has developed along the lines of those offered by Commonwealth countries, largely because the secondary schooling in Hong Kong is essentially British in structure and because most faculty members received their optometric education in Australia or the United Kingdom. Demand for the forty places in the course has been high; 723 applications were received in 1984, 586 in 1985 and 815 in 1986.

Year I of the Professional Diploma consists of visual science, general and ocular anatomy and physiology, applied mathematics, statistics, applied microbiology and optics. Year II covers visual science, clinical optometry, contact lens practice, ophthalmic optics and dispensing, general pathology and psychology. Year III consists of optometry clinic (general and pediatric/visual training), clinical optometry, contact lens clinic, geriatric optometry and low vision, community health optometry, practice management and professional studies, ocular pathology, general and ocular pharmacology and psychology.

The presence on the faculty of staff members educated at schools of optometry in the United States and Canada has assured some similarity in course structure to that experienced by most North American optometrists.

**The Present Situation**

The Optometry Section has increased from a faculty of four in 1984 to an establishment of 16 in 1987; presently there are thirteen full-time and twelve part-time optometrists on the staff, three full-time posts having been converted into part-time hours. We are fortunate in having excellent support from other departments in the Polytechnic in the subject areas of optics, microbiology, mathematics and statistics, general anatomy and physiology, general pathology, psychology and pharmacology. We also have supporting technical and clerical staff and clinic secretaries. Ocular pathology is taught by ophthalmologists attached to the government eye clinics.

Our general optometry clinic has nine examination cubicles (a tenth had to be sacrificed to provide working space for our clinic secretaries) and the contact lens and visual training clinic has eight examination rooms. Students examine patients in their final year and the staff/student ratio in the clinics is 1:3. The need for this close supervision of students in clinic creates special demands on staff resources. Whereas overseas universities with clinically based courses such as medicine, dentistry or optometry fully realize the resource implications, the Polytechnic is only gradually becoming cognizant of the cost of operating an optometry course. Students of other clinical courses offered by the Polytechnic undergo clinical training in government run hospitals, at little or no cost to the Polytechnic in equipment or staff.

Over the past three years a reasonable equipment budget has ensured that clinics and laboratories are equipped to a good standard though some major items such as an ultrasound A and B scan, a computerized perimeter and equipment for contrast sensitivity measurement remain to be purchased. The Section suffers from the perennial Hong Kong problem of lack of space which especially affects our clinic facilities and staff research space. A new clinical area is presently under construction and will be ready in the summer of 1989.

The work of designing and implementing the Higher Certificate and Professional Diploma courses over the past three years has inevitably meant that the staff have had little time for activities other than curriculum and course development. The Institute of Medical and Health Care, of which the Optometry Section was a part, grew too large and in 1987 was split into three departments. At the beginning of the 1987/1988 academic year, Dr. George Woo, formerly of the University of Waterloo, became head of the Department of Diagnostic Sciences (Optometry and Diagnostic Radiography) and under his guidance a number of staff are embarking on research projects in addition to their other duties.

The Certificate in Optometry has been withdrawn, having been intended as a temporary measure to improve the skills of those already working in optical shops and not for the training of new entrants to optometry. The Higher Certificate will continue for as long as there is a viable demand for it, but as entrants to the course must hold the Certificate in Optometry, the pool of those qualified for the course is decreasing each year.

**Future Plans**

At present, due to the constrictions imposed by a three year course, students are working in the final year clinics before they have completed related didactic sub-

---

**TABLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milestones in Optometric Education in Hong Kong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A four year degree proposal is in preparation, with 1990 as the date of implementation. A previous proposal was rejected by the University and Polytechnic Grants Committee who felt that “the time was not yet ripe” for a degree in optometry. Unfortunately the decision had political overtones as holders of other professional diplomas offered by the Polytechnic are employed mainly by government financed organizations and degree holders start higher on the salary scale than do professional diploma holders. The precedent of the conversion of a professional diploma to a degree could prove expensive for the Hong Kong Government. The option of a four year professional diploma was considered, but discarded as students would opt first for the other three-year professional diploma courses, thus leaving optometry with the less talented students. This would result in a high failure rate and a consequential reduction in the popularity of the course. The faculty will, however, sustain their efforts towards a four year optometry degree.

Optometric Legislation

Legislation must follow the development of education, and in March 1983, the Executive Council advised that legislation should be drafted to control the optical profession. The Advisory Committee on Optometry came into being in May 1984 with the purpose of “facilitating the preparation of the draft Optometrists Regulations and advising the Government, pending the formation of the Optometrists Board.”

In May 1986 the Optometrists Board was formally constituted, and most matters relating to the practice of optometry now have been addressed by the Board. The objections of ophthalmologists on the Board to the practice of orthoptics by optometrists disappeared when it was agreed that the terms “visual training” or “vision therapy” would be used instead of orthoptics! One major hurdle remains to be surmounted and that is the use of diagnostic drugs by suitably trained optometrists. There is a basic fear among physicians that medical territory is being invaded. Although it is expressed by most prominent objectors as an altruistic concern that drug side-effects will not be recognized by optometrists and that the patient will thereby suffer, there is no evidence to suggest that this will happen.

The wheels of government committees grind slowly and it is likely to be another year before the profession is properly controlled. This is a matter of concern to those involved in education as the employment prospects for graduates of the professional diploma will only improve after legislation is on the statute books. At present there is no incentive to the owners of practices to employ professionally trained staff; it is cheaper to promote the receptionist to refractionist! Many of the Professional Diploma in Optometry holders, the first of whom graduated in 1987, have had to accept employment in which the working hours are excessive. A seventy-hour week is not unusual.

Arrangements are being made by the Optometrists Board to permit those who have been providing a service to the public for eight years or more (the so called “grandfathers”) to continue in restricted practice after legislation. It is likely that the scope of practice of a registered optometrist will be controlled according to the qualifications held by the individual. The Optometrists Board has been engaged in writing a syllabus for a simple examination which “grandfathers” will be required to pass before they are registered. If they wish to fit contact lenses, however, it is anticipated that a much more comprehensive examination will have to be passed.

Public Education

So education is available, and legislation is coming, but there is another issue to which the profession must address itself—the education of the public. The public must be made aware that better quality optometric care is desirable and of far greater importance than inexpensive glasses. The faculty of the Optometry Section is doing everything possible to publicize the abilities of its graduates and the Hong Kong Society of Professional Optometrists also works to promote better eye care. The people of Hong Kong need and deserve the best possible optometric care.
Instructional Strategies for The Optometric Educator

Irving L. Dunsky, O.D., M.S.

Abstract

The purpose of this report is to examine the requirements to complement the design and strategy selection of instructional activity. Factors in the teaching encounter such as planning, honesty and fairness, humor and individual supervision are discussed. Guidelines for the evaluation of optometric instruction are presented.

Introduction

A model that has been previously presented offers a new instructional design for optometry. In this instructional model it is suggested that optometric educators move away from the active-teacher, passive-student traditional mode of teaching toward a four-step instructional process. The instructional model stresses the success of students and their ability to achieve planned objectives.

The instructional process stems from a four-phase teaching plan: 1) designing appropriate instruction to meet stated objectives; 2) selecting strategies for achieving the goals set; 3) the actual instruction; and, 4) evaluating instructional effects. The first two steps have been presented to set the stage and the tone for more effective optometric instruction. We now can examine what is required to complement the design of instruction and the selection of strategies.

The Instruction

Determining student entry-level, formulating goals and objectives, and selecting or designing instructional strategies are all preludes to implementing a teaching encounter. Actually, few of the existing instructional possibilities are employed by optometric educators or practitioners. Optometric clinical faculty and practitioners stress techniques associated with individual guidance and supervision. They serve as models, conduct small groups and use self-instructional materials. These approaches can be the focus of further discussion.

As planning instruction has much in common with planning optometric care, so the provision of instruction is similar to providing optometric care, particularly practitioners' instructional needs. The first step in implementing individualized instruction is to establish an open relationship based on trust. Without this kind of relationship, the most elaborate and smooth techniques will be far less effective than they could be. The following are important points in creating an atmosphere leading to a productive relationship.

Honesty. This is not just an appeal for a return to old-fashioned values. It is the very heart of earning the student's trust, without which effective learning is unlikely. The student must be given the specific instructional objectives and the basis on which evaluation will be made. First, optometric teachers must know the instructional goals, then they must be communicated to the student. Only through this kind of honesty can the optometry student become a partner in the teaching-learning exchange.

Fairness. As optometric care requires the patient's presentation of symptoms of ocular or visual problems, so instruction requires knowing the students' "symptoms" of learning problems. Students will withhold or distort many of their symptoms unless they are convinced they will be treated fairly, will not be rejected, condemned or hurt by what they reveal.

Mutual Respect. The optimal climate for learning complex matter, especially competencies that depend heavily on modeling and emulation, is one of genuine mutual respect. A strained or antagonistic atmosphere leads to rejection of what the optometric instructor says and represents. A positive climate begins with the instructor setting the tone of the encounter. The instructor must communicate a sense of valuing the students as people, of taking the students' feelings and views seriously, and of welcoming their contributions. The students are likely to reciprocate.

Suspending value judgments. The relationship between optometric teacher and students might not be fully mutual in the area of value judgments. In this area, teachers should try to withhold or suspend their personal prejudices that are not germane to the instructional objective. Failing to control such extraneous beliefs can contaminate the relationship, and thereby limit a healthy communication between the faculty member and his or her students.

Humor. Less critical but still important in establishing an educationally positive instructor-student relationship is a relatively relaxed tone. The optometric educator should inject and respond to humor comfortably. This is not an appeal for forced frivolity or contrived story telling. It is an acknowledgement that students are more likely to feel at ease if their instructors are at ease. Natural humor that emerges easily and spontaneously is welcome in the instructional enterprise.

Individual supervision. Optometric
educators who function effectively as individual clinical supervisors have become comfortable with their choice of this technique. Since it is expensive and difficult to do well, one must have some good reasons for using an individual supervision strategy.

The complexity of the task is one factor that justifies individual supervision. If the optometry student is providing patient care, the students' patient interactions should be witnessed. For simple tasks, a written or pictorial description provides a kind of proxy supervision. Students can compare their performance against what is read or seen, or how the task should be done. But learning the complex tasks of solving clinical problems and relating to patients precludes self-supervision for all except the most advanced students.

In optometry, individual supervision also is dictated by the need for privacy between patient-practitioner or student-teacher. Effective supervision often involves issues that are highly personal both for the patient and the student. Effective clinical instruction goes beyond how the student takes the history, and includes the questions asked of the patient, which may make him or her feel uneasy.

Finally, the location of the instruction itself—the office or clinic setting—prohibits additional people and further justifies the expensive procedures of individuality.

One of the benefits gained from using the individual setting is the ability to provide a model for student emulation. The clinician depicts the very goals toward which the student should move, and serving as an effective model is among the most important supervision techniques. A number of the most important goals to be fulfilled will be discussed below.

If the cardinal goal of all health professional education is cultivating practitioners who will be dedicated to and skilled at continuing to grow throughout their careers, then individual practitioners have an obligation to serve as models for the student who is continuously learning. Providing a model for the inquiring person and authentically demonstrating what is involved in being a continuous learner is a central responsibility and opportunity for an optometric educator.

Given less attention than continuing learning, but still fundamental to optometry practice, is the ability to function productively and comfortably with substantial uncertainty. Uncertainty characterizes clinical practice in terms of the kinds of problems one confronts with both an individual patient’s problem and the management of many problems occurring throughout a typical clinical operating day.

Optometric educators must avoid being models for what students often see them do in the academic settings—creating a pretense of certainty when certainty doesn’t exist. The pretense often tends to be created by asserting there are obvious right and wrong answers to problems that remain controversial and unsettled. The image of certainty should not be created for the sake of simplicity when certainty does not exist.

The third major modeling goal relevant to individual settings is the ability to give, to extend oneself on behalf of others, even if that includes discomforts. It’s easy to avoid unpleasant material by diverting patients to other topics as soon as they begin to get stressful, cry or examine issues in an unpleasant personal light, thus causing one’s own uneasiness and insecurity. The ability to listen to distress openly and sympathetically, to give under difficult circumstances, can best be modeled by clinical instructors in the individualized supervisory setting.

The final modeling goal, and probably one of the most fundamental of all professional attributes, is the ability and willingness to honestly evaluate one’s own current level of competence. Ultimately, optometry students will no longer have clinical instructors looking over their shoulders. Even with peer-review mechanisms and relicensing procedures, individual practitioners are largely on their own. They need the skills and willingness to scrutinize their own day-to-day activities. Students develop their capacity partly from evaluating their own performance, and partly from the model their optometric instructors present.

Small-Group Leadership. As individual supervision is well-suited to nurturing complex technical skills and personal attributes, small-group instruction can also meet these goals, but the setting is best for acquiring complex ideas and developing intellectual skills. The sharing of contrasting ideas in small groups prompts refinement of student thinking. Optometric educators should provide such instructions knowing their students and patients can profit from instruction geared to these purposes.

Again in the small group setting, an atmosphere of openness and trust must be created and sustained or the entire activity will be a failure. Once the appropriate atmosphere has been established, several steps can enhance the quality of the exchange. First, all involved must fully understand and support the purposes of the group and its tasks. The group must accept any assignments, topics to be discussed or problems to be solved, as being part of the instructional objectives and as worthy of pursuit. Short-circuiting this phase will nearly always backfire.

Optometric instructors will have two levels of concern: group maintenance and task pursuit. Sustained dissension, inattention, petty disputes and preoccupation with irrelevancies indicate the group process is fragmenting. The source of difficulty must be identified and corrected, and the sense of common commitment reestablished. The clearer or more explicit the task, the less likely “group maintenance” will falter. A few general principles are applicable to most group-learning tasks.

Feedback. All learners in all situations need “feedback.” They need to know how they are progressing, the appropriateness of their contributions and if their approach to problem solving is adequate. A properly functioning group shares this feedback among its members. Optometric instructors must encourage this mutual offering of feedback and actually provide it when others don’t. Feedback should be frequent, if necessary, and should involve questions and challenges in addition to evaluation. Although the instructor should indicate if a group member’s contribution is correct, appropriate statements and conclusions must be allowed to emerge from subsequent discussion.

This subsequent discussion is facilitated by instructor feedback through “neutral inquiry” questions such as, “How did you arrive at that conclusion?” or “Can you review your reasoning behind that solution?” or “What is the next logical step in the sequence you are developing?” Such questions must be asked without implied criticism, and should be asked equally often about correct and incorrect observations. If the optometric instructor’s judgment is hastily signaled, these sessions are reduced to the traditional classroom
Of giving three lectures on the topic, then an evaluation program is not worth the trouble. The instruction simply is not equal to the task assigned.

Are these goals worth achieving? Assuming goals have been set which are reasonable expectations for the program planned, a consensus judgment among optometric experts and/or objective testing should determine if the effort to achieve them is worth the trouble.

What did the instruction achieve? The question requires information about the student's level of performance at the outset, at intervals during the instructional program and at the end. Achievement can be measured only in terms of changes that have been effected. If optometric students are able to demonstrate a particular skill at the end of a course, it may only mean they could have done it as well before the course began.

At what cost were the goals achieved? Costs, in terms of time, effort, resources and actual expenditures, are an important element in determining an instructional program's effectiveness. Some goals are important enough that they must be achieved, regardless of costs. Other goals should be reconsidered if the cost is prohibitive for the goals sought.

What goals were neglected or negatively achieved? This is probably the most difficult question to answer in all evaluations. Many optometry programs succeed in having students acquire a body of knowledge. They are far less successful than assumed to be if they neglect to produce graduates who are devoted to, and skilled at, continuing self-learning.

In addition to the risk of having overlooked some vital goals, we must be watchful so as not to do damage.

Optometry students may learn to take a complete history and demonstrate their ability on a final practical exam. But the students may have developed a negative attitude toward such information, and may cease this data collecting as soon as the exam is over. Evaluation of optometry students and their instructional programs must include information on the student's spontaneous behavior on a day-to-day basis, in addition to their formal testing program. We are interested in the inherent repertoire used by the students as part of their routine performance, not the extremes of performance on exams.

A final justification for instructional evaluation is to create an atmosphere for students in which their instructor is conscientiously and openly searching for critical evaluation information on the effectiveness of his or her own activities. Such an atmosphere is bound to have a positive bracing effect on students. They will learn by example that optometric professionals approach all their activities, including patient care, with critical openness to evaluative information.
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CIBA Announces Breakthrough in Soft Lens Material and Test- Marketing of Disposable Lens

CIBA Vision Corporation has confirmed persistent rumors about its totally new deposit-resistant material for soft contact lenses.

Speaking at the CIBA Vision President and Chief Executive Officer Dick Bradley, said that the development of this new material is a major breakthrough that will lead to the development of a new generation of soft lenses that combine excellent physiological characteristics with handling ease and durability.

The new material, called A, is a polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) polymer that's specifically designed to reduce the adherence of deposits. The result, said Bradley, is a lens that remains virtually free from protein deposits and is very easy to care for.

Addition A is a new material structure that resists penetration of protein deposits and all of the other causes of lens deposits. According to Dr. Paul C. Nicolson, Ph.D., CIBA Vision Executive Director, Materials and Soft Contact Lenses, what's unique about A is that it doesn't attract high-charged particles that cause some other lenses.

CIBA Vision plans to develop a new family of lenses based on addition A, with a 66% water content. The new lenses are expected to be available in the second quarter of this year, providing better wear convenience and better comfort with both thermal and internal moisture transfer.

The development of addition A was a collaborative effort involving CIBA Vision of Atlanta and CIBA Vision's parent company, CIBA-GEIGY of Ardsley, New York. According to Bradley, "Our collaboration with CIBA-GEIGY, in particular Central Research Polymers, will give us the resources we need, to develop a new product to add to lenses A and bring them to the market. FDA approval of lenses A is pending.

In other news, CIBA announced that it will begin test-marketing in Georgia, the disposable contact lens market in the southeastern United States. The new line, called NewVue, is a result of a high-quality soft contact lens specifically designed for disposable wear.

As part of the NewVue Disposable Soft Contact Lens test-marketing, CIBA Vision will provide practitioners with a manage-ment system to help ensure patient compliance and promote practice growth. NewVue complements the full line of CIBA Vision contact lens products.

Varilux Announces Symposium on Presbyopia, 1989 Essilor Award and Student Award Program

The Fourth International Symposium on Presbyopia will take place June 26-30, 1989, in Marrakesh, Morocco. About 700 leading professionals in ophthalmology and optometry from 25 countries are expected to attend.

The Symposium is held every four years under the auspices of Essilor International. It is the only major event that provides periodic in-depth exchange of information on presbyopia of the international level. The forum attracts many of the world leaders in research and development of presbyopia correction. It is a chance to exchange ideas, make contacts, and develop relationships in the industry.

Varilux Corporation, based in France, developed the Varilux progressive addition lenses and is the world's leader in research and development for correction of presbyopia. Varilux Corporation is a major supplier of progressive lenses to the American market and an active supporter of research and professional education in the United States.

Dr. Irving Bender, chairman of the Symposium, and Bernard Maitenaz, developer of the original Varilux lens and Varilux designer, will present the keynote address at the 1989 Paris Awards. The author of the most outstanding research paper will receive a cash award of 60,000 French francs ($10,000).

In addition, Varilux Corporation will award expenses-paid trips to the Symposium to the authors of the outstanding papers submitted in each of several categories.

In addition, a special award program sponsored by Varilux for students.

Student Winners

Allergan Optical Hosts Special Lens Panel

Sustain-Member News

Sustaining Members support ASCO initiatives on behalf of the optometric education community. Sustaining members are listed on the inside front cover of each issue. Membership is open to manufacturers and distributors of ophthalmic equipment and supplies, and pharmaceutical companies.
Palmer Technology Announces "Partners in Equality" Program

Palmer Technology Corporation (PTC) announced the introduction of PARTNERS IN EQUALITY, a quality assurance program for contact lens manufacturers. BOSTON EQUALITY is an offspring of PTC's successful Quality Assurance Program (QAP), initiated in 1987 with the launch of BOSTON EQUALITY in the U.S. Only those laboratories which meet the Palmer quality assurance standards of the QAP are certified to manufacture and distribute BOSTON EQUALITY.

The PARTNERS IN QUALITY program is a tool for PTC's and BOSTON Equalized Manufacturer's commitment to ensure that practitioners and patients receive contact lenses that are consistent, reproducible and of high quality.

The chemical composition of the lens BOSTON EQUALITY lenses achieve adequate performance criteria, which can be measured by adherence to specific manufacturing techniques.

On a quarterly basis Certified BOSTON Laboratories voluntarily submit lenses of the production line to PTC's technical experts for evaluation. The lenses are examined closely and held up to two demanding sets of standards: ANSI (American National Standards Institute) and those established by PTC. Laboratories certified to BOSTON EQUALITY have undergone several audits, which require them to maintain and achieve adhering to specific manufacturing techniques.
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An Analysis of Clinical Test Selectivity by Fourth Year Optometry Students

Donald J. Egan, O.D.
Ralph P. Garzia, O.D.
Michael L. Wolf, O.D.

Abstract

Schools and colleges of optometry by design generally offer a flexible curriculum with the expectation of providing quality education while establishing minimum levels of competency in the training of the primary care optometrist. The measurement of training or competency for the numerous clinical situations possible is difficult at best. In this study, a novel approach for an assessment of clinical competency and judgment was evaluated. This involved having fourth year optometry students select the appropriate clinical tests for different clinical situations. The results indicated diversified test selection while at the same time suggesting the need for a curricular standard of performance to meet the needs of the profession and of the public.

Introduction

Standards of care are an issue addressed not only by the American Optometric Association in its code of ethics and mission statement for the optometric profession but also by the Association of Schools and Colleges of Optometry (ASCO) and the Council on Optometric Education (COE). ASCO in its 1986-1991 five-year plan lists as the first of its ten tasks to "define clearly the scope of optometric education." A clear definition will help to direct ASCO member institutions in formulating or reformulating their curricula. ASCO has also provided an optometry curriculum model, enumerating specific curricular elements of the optometric program.

The Council on Optometric Education, in its accreditation manual for professional optometric degree programs, states that its purpose is to "insure the quality of optometric education by conducting a procedure of accreditation for the schools and colleges of optometry." Various standards for didactic and clinical education are employed in the accreditation process. The profession of optometry, as well as any other profession, requires minimum standards of performance in clinical patient care. These standards are certainly worthy pursuits with wide application to all schools/colleges of optometry. In this paper, we will consider clinical education as designed to function within existing, more broadly based guidelines. With the number of American and Canadian optometry schools currently at 18, there is naturally significant variation in the primary care exam sequence being taught. It can also be expected that considerable differences exist in the philosophy of handling specialized situations such as contact lens progress evaluations, ocular health "red eye" assessments and binocular vision evaluations. Even within the same institution, the tests performed, their sequence and the time allowed for each procedure may vary from year to year and from instructor to instructor. Individual student variations may result.

To our knowledge, no attempt has been made to systematically document this variation as it exists between schools or, for that matter, within a particular optometric institution viewed in isolation.

If a uniform set of minimum procedures or standards for a particular clinical situation can be designed, it will provide a working foundation which they student can modify with professional judgment and personal preference to fit an individual patient's situation.

A first step in standardizing clinical education for North American optometry students would involve the identification of differences in the way general and specific situations are handled by students at the same school of optometry. Comparisons among schools could follow to determine disparities in didactic philosophy as they exist on a broader, institutionally based scale.

In this paper, we seek to address the first part of this process: an analysis of individual student test selections in the management of a given clinical situation, within the same optometric institution—in this case, the University of Missouri-St. Louis School of Optometry.

Methods

As part of the 1986 fall semester clinic Seminar course, fourth year students were provided with a series of questions. The students were given approximately six weeks to answer the questions which ranged from general to rather specific clinical situations. Group work was discouraged and in many cases not possible due to out-of-town clinical rotations. The questions were as follows:

1. List all tests in order of sequence
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that you would perform on a primary care patient. Next to each test, estimate the amount of time it should take to perform.

2. Your primary care patient comes late for an appointment. You consequently need to minimize your examination time. What tests (if any) would you eliminate?

3. A patient comes in with an emergency “red eye.” What tests do you need to perform?

4. A patient comes in for a contact lens check complaining of an irritating right lens (soft or rigid—your choice). List all the tests that you need to perform.

5. A patient comes in for a vision therapy evaluation for a convergence insufficiency (referral from primary care clinic). List all the tests you need to perform.

Results

Answers were available from 24 students, and were integrated and analyzed by question as follows:

Question One:

All tests are listed in a composite sequence in Table 1, even if included by only a few students. Next to each test, the range of estimated performance time allotted for it is indicated. These are the minimum and maximum times suggested by any individual student. The number of students that selected each test is stated in the last column. Finally, the mean (38.5 minutes), standard deviation (10.0 minutes) and median (40.0 minutes) total estimated examination times were calculated. To place these times into perspective, a trial under actual conditions was performed as a comparative model. A 12-year-old myopic patient with no previously detected ocular health or binocular vision problems was examined by one of the authors (MLW) with each procedure timed.

Question Two:

The purpose of this question was not to suggest shortening the optometric routine from minimum standards of care but to ascertain what students feel are important or not important test procedures. Tests suggested for elimination in this shortened examination scenario are listed in Table 2. Following each test, the number of students excluding each test is presented as a ratio of those who had included it in their original primary care examination sequence (e.g., 12/20 indicates that of the 20 students that included this test in their comprehensive test battery, 12 would have eliminated it). Almost all responses indicated that consideration must be given to the patient’s age, complaints, history, and duration of time since the last complete visual examination.

Question Three:

Table 3 presents the tests selected to evaluate the “red eye” patient and the number of students from the sample who chose this procedure.

Question Four:

Answers were divided on the basis of whether the student chose to address the soft or rigid contact lens problem. Nine students chose to answer the soft lens
scenario, and 15 the rigid lens. The tests selected were identified and presented in Table 4.

**Question Five:**

Presented in a similar fashion, Table 5 lists the number of students from the sample that selected a particular test to properly evaluate this clinical situation.

**Discussion**

The results suggest a number of interesting conclusions. Some variation exists even among students at the same optometric institution in their approach to different clinical situations. The first question was intentionally a very general one, serving not so much to determine how a student defined a "primary care examination" as to what tests and procedures comprise it. Nearly 80% of the students indicated a relatively complete examination as taught in pre-clinical courses. These represented a balance between tests of ocular integrity and visual function. Only one student did not include any nearpoint tests; no one suggested no tests for ocular health assessment.

Although there was considerable agreement in the particular tests selected, there was a measurable variance in the amount of suggested time required to perform each test as illustrated in Table 1. For instance, some students indicated that a fundus examination should take 10 minutes; other students suggested only two minutes. Twenty seconds to perform a complete cover test is quite unrealistic especially if this is your only evaluative test. Although this time disparity can be explained in a variety of ways, it most likely represents a general uncertainty as to the amount of time required to complete a test. With little provided feedback in the formal curriculum, these students displayed a varied perception of time. Although there are certainly situations when a 10 minute fundus evaluation is appropriate, the procedure was completed in a little over 2.5 minutes in the actual examination situation. As indicated in Table 1, there are several instances of large differences between perceived time to complete a particular test and the actual time expended. It is interesting to note, however, that the mean suggested time for the entire sample to complete an examination was not different from the actual time.

This concept of the perception of time has important implications for optometric education. With this in mind, students may more adequately apportion their testing depending on the needs of particular patients. In post-graduate employment situations, a new graduate may be

---

**TABLE 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Students Choosing to Eliminate</th>
<th>Students Responding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case history</td>
<td>1/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual acuity</td>
<td>0/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aided</td>
<td>0/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unaided</td>
<td>7/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover test</td>
<td>3/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refraction</td>
<td>0/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ophthalmoscopy</td>
<td>0/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>0/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>5/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonometer</td>
<td>0/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Vision</td>
<td>0/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereopsis</td>
<td>15/16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near point of convergence</td>
<td>10/20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude of accommodation</td>
<td>12/20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupillary evaluation</td>
<td>3/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle Kappa/Hirschberg</td>
<td>3/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular motility</td>
<td>2/22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomicroscopy</td>
<td>2/22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual fields</td>
<td>9/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keratometry</td>
<td>18/22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retinoscopy</td>
<td>5/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binocular x-cyl</td>
<td>15/22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterophoria</td>
<td>18/22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vergence test</td>
<td>18/23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>18/22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near</td>
<td>4/22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRA/PRA</td>
<td>11/18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial frame</td>
<td>4/6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case discussion</td>
<td>0/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphygmonomanometry</td>
<td>10/16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruckner's test</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Students Responding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case history</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual acuity</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aided</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unaided</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>best corrected</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pinhole</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupillary examination</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confrontation visual fields</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular motility</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomicroscopy</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct ophthalmoscopy</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonometry</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gonioscopy</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilated fundus examination</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In office or lab-conducted smears and/or cultures</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
under the mistaken impression that a "complete examination" can be performed in 15-20 minutes. Conversely, an overcommitment of time may occur.

Although a comprehensive study of examination sequence is beyond the scope of this paper on test selectivity, several issues are quite obvious and relevant. A few students (14%) preferred to perform the ocular health sequence (ophthalmoscopy, biomicroscopy, tonometry) prior to refraction. Most students (54%) performed the sequence subsequent to refraction. The remaining 32% of the students split the health assessment. Ophthalmoscopy would be performed before the refraction, with the other tests placed at the very end of the examination.

The students are formally taught in pre-clinical courses to perform internal and external ocular assessment after the refractive and binocular vision evaluation. However, there is considerable diversity of opinion among the clinical faculty. One group believes that the maximum correctable acuity should be known before the fundus is examined. Another group believes that potential limitations on acuity caused by ocular disease should be well understood before futile attempts at refraction. This diversity of opinion is probably reflected in differences in the students' suggested test sequences. This influence of clinical faculty also can be illustrated with stereopsis and color vision testing. The students uniformly chose to measure stereopsis and color vision before the refractive sequence. This use of stereopsis and color vision as part of a series of tests conducted under habitual conditions is also uniformly held by the clinical faculty.

When confronted with a clinical situation that placed a premium on time (Question 2, Table 2), most students responded in a completely predictable fashion. Certain core tests or procedures represented a minimum examination when the major concern was time. All of the students suggested that history, acuity, refraction, fundus examination and tonometry be performed. All but two students included biomicroscopy and over 85% included a cover test and vergence testing at nearpoint (although most eliminated heterophoria measurements). Clearly the time constraints had forced the students to make important choices. They responded to the question in a predictable and seemingly appropriate fashion. The need to establish the refractive and ocular health status were deemed the most essential components of an examination when there were time constraints present.

In the case of a new patient where baseline data was unavailable, some students would have rescheduled the patient so that more time could be allowed as necessary for an initial examination. If the patient had been seen previously, previous exam information would have allowed for a safely shortened problem-oriented examination.

The reasons for elimination of any given test were very similar among the students. For example, elimination of keratometry was justified by those who excluded this test for one of the following reasons: a noncontact lens wearer, previous patient with baseline data already on file, absence of anterior segment pathology, or the availability of a habitual correction.

However, an examination of the justifications for the elimination of some tests revealed important misconceptions. The first misconception involved sphygmonometry. Over half of the students who eliminated this procedure suggested that patients would have this information available from their medical practitioners. However, other students suggested that an internal examination would permit detection of systemic hypertension. Although this is most certainly true, the public health aspects suggest the essential need to detect this disorder before any overt physiological changes occur in any organ system.

Another area of considerable misunderstanding concerns the clinical use of the cover test. As can be seen from Table 2, all students included this procedure in their shortened examination sequence,
but with many other tests of binocular function eliminated. The ability of the cover test to detect significant binocular imbalance was the major justification for this decision. The cover test is the single most useful tool for detecting the presence of strabismus. But the fallacy in this logic is that many binocular anomalies are not accompanied by a significant horizontal heterophoria. Disorders of vergence and accommodation can produce significant clinical problems without adversely affecting the heterophoria. This limits the specificity of the cover test in any evaluation of binocular visual function.

Questions 3-5 (Tables 3-5) presented much more specific clinical situations for the students to deal with. The responses to the “red eye” and contact lens scenarios produced surprisingly consistent responses. The binocular vision case, however, produced a much wider variation in responses. In this example, at least 25 different tests were selected by the 24 students in the sample. This discrepancy has several possible explanations. First, faculty may have prepared the students for these clinical situations differently. A dogmatic approach to management as opposed to a more intuitive, individualistic style could lead to quite different endpoints in test selection. Another explanation concerns the perception of the complexity of the convergence insufficiency patient. The proper evaluation of accommodative and vergence functions requires more extensive testing. This testing is extremely important in order to arrive at the proper disposition and therapeutic strategy. Without this testing, needless lens application or vision therapy can result. In other words, there are fewer clinical alternatives with the “red eye” or contact lens patient. Test selectivity would be necessarily narrower in these situations.

An alternative, a perhaps more attractive explanation, is the fact that there exists more confusion on the students’ part concerning the tests used in the diagnosis of binocular vision disorders. There may be considerable uncertainty in the theoretical construct of tests of accommodative and vergence function as well as imprecise goals in the evaluation of a patient with convergence insufficiency.

Overall, in the more specific clinical situations, most of the students selected appropriate tests to evaluate the particular clinical situation. A few chose completely incorrect procedures—they failed to select all the necessary tests. Neglecting to perform a biomicroscopic evaluation in a rigid contact lens wearer with an irritated eye is a clear example of such an incorrect procedure. There were several more serious offenses. Only 50% of the students indicated the need to perform a funduscopic evaluation in the “red eye” scenario (Table 3). It would be imperative to rule out posterior uveitis or traumatic retinal damage. Two students did not even include a pupillary evaluation.

A surprise for the contact lens (Table 4) case was post-wear refractive status. For both soft lenses (7/9) and rigid lens (10/15) the majority did not evaluate the subjective refraction with the lenses removed. Because this is usually the first sign of an adverse physiological response, its inclusion should be restressed in the clinical education program. A “rough” refractive status may be inferred from an optimum soft lens acuity but, as is well known, not from an optimum rigid lens acuity.

An equally grievous, if not as catastrophic error, is the failure to completely test accommodative function in the convergence insufficiency patient (Table 5). Although almost all of the student sample selected one test of accommodation, nearly 50% did not recommend further testing. There remained the tendency to utilize binocular accommodative facility, ignoring monocular testing. This tendency contaminates the ability to judge accommodative facility in the absence of vergence influences. There also was a tendency to use inappropriate tests for this particular scenario. Testing of angle kappa (Hirschberg), prism adaptation test and Bruckner’s test are completely unnecessary in this case.

These errors in judgment suggest the need for improved and systematic instruction for appropriate test selectivity.
An examination standard is required to provide a curricular test model for fairly specific case types. There is often considerably less regimentation in clinical instruction (and perhaps in optometric practice) for these situations. Just as effective patient care is essentially dependent upon proper diagnosis, a correct diagnosis requires appropriate testing. Optometric educators should establish proper standards not only in the psychomotor performance of clinical tests, but also in their correct application and utilization.

Summary

ASCO has suggested a curriculum evaluation and revision process be performed at the schools and colleges of optometry. The goals of this curriculum revision process include making didactic material more clinically relevant and teaching students to be problem solvers and critical, independent thinkers. This in no way should diminish the necessity of understanding the theoretical aspects of the practice of optometry. These goals are consistent with what we have suggested above; i.e., a basic core examination for clinical situations as defined by specific standards. Perhaps informal versions of these standards have been presented at other optometry schools as they have at the University of Missouri-St. Louis in various phases of its curriculum. Developing a formal instructional model should result in greater consistency and uniformity in optometric education and in the practice of optometry. A first step, as suggested in this paper, is to define variances where they exist within a single institution and to put these in perspective, relative to the behavioral objectives in didactic and clinical instruction curricula. At the same time, scientific methodology, deductive reasoning, and logical analysis must be encouraged to ensure quality patient care and appropriate levels of competency.
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Teaching Students How To Manage Strabismus

A need for structure

Jerome Rosner, OD and Joy Rosner, OD

Abstract
The clinical management of strabismus by primary care optometrists continues to be eclectic, ranging—in some offices—from a virtually automatic surgical referral for all patients with strabismus, to the opposite, "Come one, Come all" entrepreneurial approach that follows the format of "How do we know if we can help until we try?" This paper proposes that such diversity stems from the limited clinical experiences that can be provided in a standard optometric education and argues for a move away from the traditional instructional approaches to the adoption of a structured method in which optometry students are taught differential diagnosis, prognosis and treatment of strabismus on the basis of identifying pivotal decision points.

Introduction
A recently published article begins with the following statements: "Most of us who practice optometry don't get particularly involved in vision training. Although vision training comprises a significant portion of optometric education, few apply this knowledge in practice, and just as few . . . will refer out a patient who is a candidate for training. One problem . . . is the wide diversity of ways in which it is practiced. It seems that no two practitioners do things the same way, yet they all claim to be successful. It leaves those of us non-VT'ers wondering."

As optometrists who have had direct involvement teaching this subject in both the lecture hall and the clinic, and who have observed colleagues doing likewise, we are compelled to say, "Hear! Hear!" and would append the comments quoted above with the phrase, "especially when it comes to constant strabismus." Why do so very few optometrists offer vision training to patients with strabismus? Is it because vision training does not work for such patients? And why do the treatments recommended by those relatively few practitioners who do offer vision training differ so markedly, one from the other? Is it because designing a vision training regimen for constant strabismus depends upon something analogous to the role assumed by a master chef—"a pinch of this, a dash of that"? Are insightful clinical hunches needed to design the treatment program? Is each case so unique that no standardized approach will do? We would argue otherwise to all of this and suggest that the situation previously described is due to the way we teach our optometry students.

Optometry is both an art and a science, with science guiding most diagnosis and treatment decisions, and the art centered mainly on the interpersonal aspects of patient care and the innovative clinical thinking that is needed when the scientific principles of diagnosis and treatment fall short. Surely this is obvious in how our graduates address a case of ametropia or fit a contact lens. Unfortunately, when it comes to treating constant strabismus with vision training, the artistry appears to outweigh the science.

Why is this so? This is a particularly interesting question when one considers how much progress has been made in understanding the neurophysiological development of normal and abnormal binocular vision; and in developing inexpensive, portable, easy-to-understand instruments that provide the patient with feedback, thereby making it possible for the training activities to be done without constant, direct professional supervision. The basic scientists and the equipment designers have moved significantly forward; the clinicians do not appear to have done as well. We propose that the main reason for this dilemma is that we instructors attempt to teach too much too quickly. The standard optometric curriculum dictates that all students should learn how to manage all types of strabismus with all types of equipment. We believe that all students should be taught how to manage some types of strabismus, and some students—those with a special interest—more than that.

Strabismus at the Primary Care Level
Some cases of constant strabismus are easily managed. They derive from various types of innervational dysfunctions and display a potential for normal binocular vision under certain conditions. They require a minimum of testing and can
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usually be treated successfully with lenses and/or home-based, office-guided vision training regimens that employ uncomplicated, inexpensive equipment. Other cases of strabismus are more complex, deriving from anatomical (neurological and/or muscular) impairments. Vision training often is not appropriate for them, and when it is, the case usually requires much more in-office attention (artistry) and equipment.

The didactic material relevant to all types of strabismus can be covered in the lecture hall in a reasonable length of time, but the students rarely, if ever, have sufficient clinical experiences to integrate that information; i.e., translate it into readily applicable clinical skills. There are too many students and too few appropriate clinic patients to provide the necessary experiences. As a result, we graduate optometrists who know a little about a lot—enough to answer the questions presented in licensure examinations, enough (perhaps) to acknowledge that their strabismus clinic instructors know how to manage a strabismus case, but, for the most part, not enough to feel secure about accepting strabismus cases for treatment and thereby teach themselves more. The outcome: most optometrists are inclined to refer their strabismus cases to surgeons, regardless of the nature of the condition; and a few optometrists—those with a high interest in strabismus and risk-taking temperaments—accept these patients, but then have to design their own treatment approaches because they were not taught a basic, standardized approach to the problem while in school.

Should the situation be remedied? We believe that it should. Too many patients are neglected or treated inappropriately because their primary-care optometrist did not recognize the available treatment options. How can it be remedied? That topic is the main concern of this article. We believe that students can and should be taught a systematic method for making diagnostic and treatment decisions in cases of constant strabismus, just as they are taught a systematic method for making diagnostic and treatment decisions in cases of ametropia. We believe that students can and should be taught how to (a) identify those strabismic patients who can be treated successfully in a primary-care setting and those others who warrant something different, and (b) how to treat the former type effectively by using a systematic approach.

In presenting this information, we make the assumption that there is far less confusion and disagreement regarding the detection of strabismus than there is about the design and management of treatment programs. Hence, most of what follows centers on diagnostic procedures that directly influence treatment decisions.

### Goals for All Students

We propose that all optometry students, upon graduation, should be able to:

1. detect strabismus.
2. describe strabismus in terms of constancy, direction, magnitude, laterality and comitance.
3. assess a strabismic patient's potential for binocular function.
4. identify reasonable treatment options (reassurance, referral, compensation, remediation) for a strabismic patient on the basis of the patient's:
   - apparent potential for normal binocular function.
   - ability to benefit from vision training; i.e., has the cognitive and motivational traits needed to learn a new set of behaviors by engaging in activities that are based on the general principles of biofeedback.
5. communicate clearly to the patient about diagnosis, prognosis, and the various treatment options, including some idea of what surgical treatment, if it is recommended, will involve—what the surgeon will do (in lay terms), its potential benefits, risks, limitations, etc.
6. estimate the amount of time/effort that primary-care vision training will require, in those cases where it is recommended.
7. design and manage a primary care vision training program when such treatment is indicated.

How can these instructional goals be achieved? By teaching all students to make clinical treatment decisions on the basis of structured, heuristic assessment, where only certain key factors are pivotal and other information—such as the direction, laterality and magnitude of the strabismus—albeit valid, interesting and germane to the diagnosis, are subordinate. The flow charts presented in Figures 1 and 2 illustrate such an assessment strategy.

**Inspection of Figures 1 and 2 reveals that the essence of strabismus evaluation, at this level, requires the practitioner to address a very limited set of pragmatic questions. In Figure 1, these are:**

1. Is there amblyopia?
2. If both foveas are stimulated simultaneously (by using prisms and/or an apparatus which compensates for the misalignment), does the patient display a capacity for third degree (stereopsis) fusion or, if not, then second degree (Worth Dot Test) fusion?
3. Is there an innervational component? i.e., is the magnitude of the deviation affected by accommodation?

As the flow diagram of Figure 1 indicates, any existing amblyopia should be addressed first. Once this concern has been eliminated, then prognosis depends upon how the patient responds to the second and third questions. If a positive response is obtained from the second question, prognosis may be viewed as very favorable; further investigation—the testing sequence defined in Figure 2—should be conducted. If a positive response is obtained from the third query and not from the second, then prognosis is less favorable, although continued assessment is still worthwhile. If, on the other hand, neither of these questions yields an affirmative response, then prognosis should be viewed as poor (at least, when managed by the primary-care practitioner) and serious consideration should be given to other options; e.g., refer patient to an optometrist who has acquired secondary care level skills, or to a surgeon, or—in those cases where cosmesis is not an important factor—simply reassure. There is no need for more extensive testing.

Figure 2 follows up on Figure 1 and pertains only when prognosis justifies the additional testing. It describes a process whereby the optometrist, having already established to some extent the patient's potential for normal binocular vision, attempts to identify an inexpensive, transportable instrument and procedure which enables the patient to obtain, and know (by visual feedback) that he/she has obtained binocular function, albeit his bifoveal misalignment. If one is found, it becomes the entry point into a vision training program that can be engaged in without constant professional supervision; i.e., out-of-office treatment in conjunction with regular (weekly, bi-weekly) in-office visits for monitoring progress and making appropriate modifications in the training program. No further testing is needed to determine how to initiate treatment. The Figure 2 apparatus/procedure which produced the favorable response is the one that should be employed as the first step in the vision training program, with the subsequent steps being designed to decrease the patient's dependence on a device in order to maintain simultaneous binocular vision. (The instruments designated in Figure 2 are not the only ones that may be used in this way. They were selected because they provide for starting vision training at nearpoint and/or distance, and are easy
for patients to manage. There is no reason, however, that other instruments could not be used. The critical concern is that the instrument selected is one that (a) enables the patient to respond binocularly (and without displaying ARC) despite the misalignment of his visual axes, and (b) provides visual evidence to the patient that he/she is responding binocularly.

Specifically, when the training is successfully conducted, the patient proceeds through the following stages:

1. Patient displays single, simultaneous binocular vision, even though eyes are misaligned, by using prisms, spheres and/or a vision training apparatus that accommodates the misalignment. (This is depicted in Figure 2.)
2. Patient acquires some adaptive "ranges" around that fusion point; i.e., is able to maintain normal binocular function even when some of the compensatory aid provided by prisms, spheres and/or the vision training apparatus is eliminated.

3. Patient's fusional ranges increase to the degree that he/she is able to maintain binocular alignment without the aid of prisms and/or a vision training apparatus; i.e., status of strabismus changes from constant to intermittent. (At first, this may only be possible if the patient consciously thinks about what he/she is doing. In time, of course, it should/will become automatic—a habit.)

4. Patient acquires some adaptive "ranges" around that fusion point; i.e., status of binocular condition changes from intermittent strabismus to vergence

---

**FIGURE 2**

Diagnostic Sequence for Constant Strabismus: Second Phase

START

- Compensating prism enables patient to obtain fusion/stereopsis with vectogram? (e.g., mini, quoit, etc.)
  - YES: Consider using this as the initial procedure in the therapy program.
  - NO

  - Compensating prism enables patient to obtain fusion/stereopsis with Variable Mirror Stereoscope?
    - YES: Consider using this as the initial procedure in the therapy program.
    - NO

  - Compensating prism enables patient to obtain fusion/stereopsis with TV Trainer at some viewing distance?
    - YES: Consider using this as the initial procedure in the therapy program.
    - NO

  - Any of the above questions answered YES?
    - YES
    - NO

- NO

CONSIDER ALTERNATIVE TREATMENT OPTIONS.
infacility. (Again, at first this may only be possible if the patient thinks about what he/she is doing; in time it will become habitual.)

5. Patient acquires vergence facility; i.e., the capacity to adapt quickly and easily to reasonable amounts of base-in and base-out prism while holding accommodation constant.

All of this may sound too simple and prompt one to ask: "If it is all that easy, why haven't we been successful in teaching it up till now?" A good question for which there is a reasonable answer: optometry students are taught a great deal about strabismus. They are required to learn about a variety of neuromotor and sensory processes and how to evaluate them. They are required to learn many clinical tests; e.g., tests for assessing the magnitude of deviation, tests for assessing retinal correspondence, tests for assessing the accuracy of fixation, tests for assessing comittance. But they receive insufficient practical experience with strabismic patients to recognize (1) the redundancy and/or the hierarchical interrelationships of many of these tests; i.e., the fact that there is no need to test for eccentric fixation if the deviating eye displays 20/20, just as there is no need to test for anomalous retinal correspondence if the patient does not respond as though binocular in a given test condition; (2) that treatment of strabismus with vision training requires a behavioral approach rather than a medical approach; that vision training, even when successful, does not cure the condition—eliminate the cause; rather, effective vision training helps the patient learn how to obtain normal binocular vision despite the entering condition. Lacking these insights (and our explicit guidance), the student resorts to random application of the many tests he/she has learned which, in turn, yields a random assortment of information but does not lead to effective treatment decisions.

The ultimate outcome of all this is that most optometry students make the determination very early in their professional careers to steer clear of strabismus. In their view, the condition is not worthy of as much extra study as it seems to need; it is a confusing topic; it is not prevalent enough to have much effect on earnings; and it is relatively innocuous—few, if any, charges of malpractice stem from failing to offer vision training to strabismic patients. They then go on to fulfill this determination as they conduct their practices. The not-so-average students, those relatively few who are interested in strabismus and endowed with entrepreneurial temperaments, behave some-

what differently. They are likely to adopt the attitude, "Nothing ventured, nothing gained; may as well try some vision training with my strabismic patients and see what happens." They tend to make most decisions concerning vision training on the basis of educated hunch rather than a systematic decision making process, and are willing to try a second approach if the first effort turns out to be ineffective. Over time, if these young practitioners persist (and not all do), they learn from this trial-and-error process; their decision making skills improve; they become experts. But even then they do not receive very many referrals from their colleagues. Why? Probably because their colleagues are not willing to refer all of their strabismic patients, but neither are they able to identify which ones should be referred for vision training and which are best served by alternative treatment. The result: our present situation—the dilemma described at the onset of this paper.

Conclusion

It is no longer reasonable to teach students to approach a case of constant strabismus in a manner which implies the concept: "Learn all you can about the strabismus; then make the diagnosis; then define the treatment." Enough is now known about the condition to make it feasible for us to teach our students to deal with strabismus the way they deal with reduced visual acuity—by working through a heuristic sequence of questions (tests) which lead ultimately and efficiently to the information needed to propose effective treatments.

None of this is meant to suggest that we are against students being required to learn as much as they can, to spend enough time in the "kitchen" to learn how to deal with even the relatively simple cases, let alone those that are more complicated.
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Retinitis Pigmentosa is a specialty text on the subject of genetically determined pigmentary degenerations of the retina. The authors approach the topic with a general description of R.P. followed by its genetics, clinical test methods, histopathology, clinical findings and management. Included in the text are in-depth discussions of clinical R.P. types as well as flecked retina syndromes, chorioidermia, gyrate atrophy, and pseudo-R.P.

Retinitis Pigmentosa could be considered somewhat less than comprehensive by virtue of its relatively light treatment of electrodiagnostic methods, perimetry and other clinical diagnostic procedures. However, this is not a serious drawback since these more technical areas are often better covered elsewhere and the purpose of this text is mainly a discussion of the genetic and clinical features of R.P. In this regard, the various clinical presentations of R.P. are skillfully covered in the text and are well illustrated by the many color fundus photos.

A strength of the book is reflected in the section on histopathology which illustrates by both light and electron microscopy the photoreceptor and RPE damage that underlies the disease we call retinitis pigmentosa.

Retinitis Pigmentosa is organized for an understanding of this specialty topic area and as such would qualify as an excellent course text, or as a reference. It is readable from start to finish making it also useful for self-study. It is recommended to students and clinicians alike.


This book clearly identifies teaching as a priority of a residency, but one which clearly comes after learning and patient care. However, residents are frequently expected to teach other residents, usually those more junior, as well as interns. These teaching residents are seldom recipients of any teaching training. The acquisition of these skills makes them more effective as teachers while residents and more marketable to educational programs when they leave. Their developed teaching skills can also enhance their effectiveness with patient communication. The economic pressures facing clinical education make it even more desirable for residents to teach and the process is enhanced if they teach well. It is the responsibility of the institutions to effectively utilize the residents so that they are not misused and their educational needs are not lost. The authors have succeeded in identifying the problems and offering solutions.

The authors point out that a particularly desirable feature in the utilization of residents is that they are usually closer in age and experience with the students than other faculty, and communications may be easier. The residents’ own learning is often aided because the ability to teach a concept often requires a higher level of understanding. This may be neutralized by their lack of clinical experience. Thus their utilization should be carefully integrated.

The resident must join with all clinical faculty in providing the role model that will shape the student. A resident who exhibits a depersonalized approach to patient care will create that attitude in the student, and the humanistic teacher will help to generate that demeanor.

One of the particular strengths of this book is found in Chapter Four in which the authors detail how to organize clinical rounds to maximize good care and teaching. This chapter includes a very helpful checklist. If clinical educators read only this chapter, they will find the book useful. The chapter on evaluative techniques (Seven) can be helpful in faculty development since we often learn better when we appreciate how we will be evaluated—the assessment instrument helping to set the standards.

This book is also useful in creating more effective seminars as well as for classroom teaching skills.

This is a good text for all clinical educators. While I do not recommend that all residents and clinical faculty rush out to purchase it, this book should certainly be available to this constituency. I would certainly suggest that institutional libraries have this book available; residents as well as those responsible for resident education will find it highly desirable.
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Professor
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Over a fairly short period of time, the contact lens field has gone through several periods of significant change. For a time, the contact lens field ignored rigid lenses for the simplicity of fit and ease of adaptation of soft lenses. Indeed, there is a “lost generation” of optometrists who were never taught nor practiced the art of rigid lens design, fitting and management. However, we have now come full circle and we find ourselves fitting more and more rigid gas permeable lenses. Rigid Gas-Permeable Contact Lenses is written to both inform the “lost generation” of practitioners and to help the experienced PMMA better adapt to gas permeable strategies.

The authors tackle the full realm of gas permeable contact lens fitting and patient management. Included in the text are chapters on basic corneal metabolism and physiology, materials and properties unique to gas permeable lenses, patient selection, lens design, lens care, modifications, treatment options for special problems and patient and practice management techniques, as well as several other topics. The editors chose their contributors wisely, including polymer chemists, optometric academics and private practitioners. This allows for a unique collection of explanations on topics such as polymers used in rigid gas permeable lenses, fitting strategies including computer-assisted design techniques, and problem solving from both the physiological standpoint and the practice management position.

The text is well-documented with the latest information about rigid gas
permeable contact lenses. It is especially
good at adapting traditional PMMA
knowledge to the subtleties of the gas
permeable lens. Problems such as lens
flexure, using PMMA diagnostic lenses,
special care requirements and wettability
are addressed.

Several schools and colleges of ophtalmology are using this text to teach their
students the art and science of rigid gas
permeable contact lens practice. This re-
viewer feels that the text will update the
experienced practitioner, will teach the
"lost generation" and serve as a reference
in the optometric office for many of the
basic design and management strategies
which are necessary to have a successful
contact lens practice. 
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The Eye and Its Disorders in the
Elderly, F.I. Caird and John William-
son. John Wright and Sons, Bristol,
England, 1987, 160 pp., hard-bound,
$43.00.

The text has contributions by 17 indi-
viduals, all physicians, most of whom are
ophthalmologists. It is generally written
for the benefit of geriatricians rather than
specifically for the eye care practitioner.
Consequently, some of the topics cov-
ered may be lacking for today's informed
primary care optometrist. However, most
of the text is quite informative.

The chapter, "Pathology of the Aging
Eye," gives a good overall description of
the process from an histological and
cellular perspective. In fact much of the
text is written from a physiological and
histological perspective—an approach
that is interesting and quite informative.
The chapter, "Common External Eye
Disease in the Elderly," is too short and
leaves the reader with a feeling of want-
ing more although the major external eye
problems of the elderly are covered. The
chapter on glaucoma is generally written
for the non-eye care practitioner but the
brief yet complete therapeutic guide is
good.

The chapters, "The Aging Lens" and
"Cataract," are well presented from a
 cellular perspective and give good in-
sights into the examination and evalua-
tion of the cataract patient as well as clear
descriptions of cataract surgical proce-
dures. However, the section on the reha-
bilitation of the post cataract surgical pa-
tient is too superficial for today's aware
OD. The chapter, "Visual Changes With
Age," is a good basic overview with some
valuable suggestions for environmental
considerations to enhance the vision of
the aged population. "Age Related Mac-
ular Degeneration" is well presented from
a cellular point of view but the discussion
on management is written more for the
lay reader than the primary eye care per-
son. The chapters on Diabetic Retino-
pathy, Retinal Vascular Disease, Retinal
detachment, Disorders of the Optic
Nerve are extremely well written as is the
chapter on Neuro-ophthalmology.

The book is a British publication, so
much of the information on the specific
services available for the blind found in
the chapter on "Social Aspects of Blind-
ness in Old Age" has references only to
services available in England although
there are appropriate parallel services
available in the United States.

The book is extremely well written,
easily understood and quite informative.
It is a welcome addition to the library of
any clinician who is interested in the care
of the elderly as well as for those who
have more than a passing interest in the
physiological, histological and pathological
aspects of the aging and diseased eye.
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Vancouver, WA

Retinal Dystrophies and Degenera-
tions, David A. Newsome, MD, Editor,
with 19 contributors. Raven Press, NY,
1988, 382 pp. Illus., color plates, hard
bound. $110.00.

Retinal Dystrophies and Degenera-
tions is a detailed text book about a varie-
ty of retinal problems. As the title implies,
the topics of retinitis pigmentosa and
other tapetoretinal degenerations are
treated over several chapters. Not only
are these diseases explained and illus-
trated well but there is excellent support-
ing coverage in a detailed opening chap-
ter on the performance and interpreta-
tion of electrodiagnostic and other special-
ized tests.

What the title of this book, however,
does not imply, is that its topics include
chapters on a broad range of other more
common retinal problems. These include
vitreoretinal degeneration, progressive
myopia, retinopathy of prematurity, tox-
oplasmosis, albinism, toxic retinopathies,
and dominant drusen.

Retinal Dystrophies and Degenera-
tions is well written and thorough. The
high level of detail presented is not only
helpful clinically but would qualify the
text as an excellent academic source
book. The illustrations are helpful and the
ample color plates will aid the reader
greatly in his/her understanding and clin-
cal recognition of these diseases. Be-
cause of its broad topical basis, Retinal
Dystrophies and Degenerations will be an
excellent course textbook in the area of
retinal disease.

Manual of Clinical Problems in
Ophthalmology, John W. Gittinger,
Jr., M.D., and George K. Asdourian,
M.D., Little, Brown and Company,
Boston, 1988, 218 pp., soft-bound,
$19.50.

Manual of Clinical Problems in
Ophthalmology is a new addition to the Little,
Brown Spiral® Series that, as stated by
the publisher, contains brief, two- to
three-page summaries on clinically rele-
vant topics. It is intended to be a com-
pansion volume to Pavan-Langston's
Manual of Ocular Diagnosis and
Therapy, one of a series of outline-format
manuals covering a wide variety of topics
in medicine.

The manual is divided by anatomical
categories into 11 chapters. The clinical
topics covered in each of the chapters are
oriented toward those ocular disease enti-
ties that provide special clinical therape-
ic and management challenges and
about which new information has be-
come available. For example, included in
the topical areas are Acanthamoeba
keratitis, traumatic hyphema, toxocaria-
sis and migraine. Although the subsec-
tions are inconsistently organized, each
contains concise, well-referenced, cur-
tent information as to disease pathogene-
sis, diagnosis and treatment. One valu-
able feature of the manual is its annotated
references. Each of the reference entries
is followed by one or two sentences
which describe the content of the article
and highlight its most redeeming charac-
teristic. This organization allows readers
to easily direct their attention to refer-
ces of interest for additional reading.

The manual serves as an excellent,
portable, and very readable clinical refer-
ence on a wide variety of ophthalmic
issues to help the practitioner keep abreas-
t of current therapeutic views. In its
capacity as an adjunct to more in-depth
volumes in the clinician's library, it is a
valuable addition for the optometrist who
 routinely faces the therapeutic challenges
of the conditions covered in this volume.
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Introducing the Next Revolution in Progressive Addition Lenses.

Varilux Infinity—A New Design for Each Add Power.

In 1974, Varilux Plus was introduced as the first progressive lens with an aspheric design. Varilux and other progressives basically utilize a single design. One design across the add power range.

The Varilux design, however, addresses all visual functions of the eye, creating the best balanced single-design progressive.

Varilux is the world's leading progressive lens because of this balanced design. Today, Varilux Plus remains as the best cost-for-performance single-design progressive.

Varilux Infinity—The Revolution Continues

Our tradition of revolutionary progressive lens design continues with the introduction of Varilux Infinity.

Each Varilux Infinity has its own design. Twelve new designs in all to maximize performance and patient comfort.

This means more usable reading and viewing areas and improved peripheral quality across the entire add power range.

So progressive lens selection is now easy. Varilux is always the right choice.

To find out how you can take part in the Varilux Infinity Revolution, contact your Varilux sales consultant. Or call or write us at 800-BEST-PAL. Varilux Corporation, 363-E Vintage Park Drive, Foster City, CA 94404.